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ABSTRACT
Automatic chord labelling is challenging, largely because the
identification of chords directly from the musical surface can
be ambiguous. Figured bass can potentially offer indications of
harmonic rhythm and non-chord tones, thereby reducing this
ambiguity. This paper proposes a series of four rule-based algo-
rithms that automatically generate chord labels for homorhyth-
mic Baroque chorales based on both figured bass annotations
and the musical surface. These are applied to the existing Bach
Chorales Figured Bass dataset, which consists of 139 chorales
composed by Johann Sebastian Bach, and includes both the orig-
inal music and figured bass annotations. Analysis of the chord
labels produced by our algorithms reveals occasional discrep-
ancies between the chords implied by the figured bass and the
scored voices, something that provides a useful basis for exploring
different chord interpretations. The chord annotations produced
by our system are presented as the new Bach Chorales Multiple
Chord Labels (BCMCL) dataset, which provides a choice of four
parallel chord labels for each chorale. These range from one set
of labels based only on the figured bass, which do not assume
any music theoretical ideas proposed after the time the chorales
were written, to a set of labels based on both the figured bass
annotations and the full musical surface that considers the music
from the perspective of modern tonal music theory. It is hoped
that this dataset and the algorithms used to label it will be of
interest for both future musicological research and research on
automatic chord labelling systems.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Music retrieval; • Applied com-
puting → Sound and music computing; • Computing method-
ologies → Rule-based approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In general, chord labelling refers to the identification of chords
from the musical surface.1 Many prominent music theorists (e.g.,
Rameau, Weber, Riemann, and Schoenberg) have proposed differ-
ent approaches to chord labeling, and recent studies show that
analysts often disagree with one another, and are sometimes not
even internally consistent [6, 8, 13, 15, 16, 20]. Given the subjec-
tivity and inconsistency of chord labelling, it is challenging to
automate it.

Figured bass annotations (FBAs), a type of music notation
commonly used in Baroque music that uses numerals and other
symbols to indicate intervals above the bass line (or “continuo”),
are considered one of the earliest ways to imply chord-like labels
[2, 22]. As shown in Fig. 1, the figures in the score (e.g., “5/3” at
m. 1.2)2 imply accompanying chords to be improvised by musi-
cians such as keyboard or lute players. There are three aspects
of figured bass notation that should be highlighted:

(1) Backslashes through numbers usually indicate raised inter-
vals (e.g. mm. 2.2.53, and 5.2 of Fig. 1) and forward slashes
indicate lowered intervals.

(2) Continuation lines (e.g., m. 1.3.5 of Fig. 1) indicate that the
chord of the preceding figure is prolonged.

(3) Multiple FBAs below a stationary bass note (e.g., 9–8 in m. 4.2
of Fig. 1) may4 indicate a suspension being resolved.

Although the study of figured bass has been a standard topic
in music theory, music pedagogy, and musicology, automated
approaches to figured bass processing have only drawn limited
attention [4, 14, 21]. In this paper, we propose an innovative, rule-
based model for automatic chord labelling that considers both the
musical surface and figured bass. Compared to existing methods
that only considered the musical surface [5, 6, 9, 13, 15, 18, 19],
the advantages of our approach are:

1The musical surface can be understood as the specific notes indicated on a score.
Figured bass annotations are not considered part of the surface.
2The “5/3” in the first measure indicates pitch classes “C” and “A”, which respectively
form the 5th and 3rd intervals above the bass “F”, and thereby imply an F major
chord. m. 1.2 means the second beat of the first measure. Pickup measures are
excluded from this count.
3“m. 2.2.5” means the second measure, the second and half beat.
4To confirm a suspension, one must examine the musical surface to see whether
the suspension is prepared properly.
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Figure 1: The first measures of BWV 33.06 “Allein zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ” from our Bach Chorale Figured Bass (BCFB)
dataset. FBAs and chord labels are shown below the bass line. The vertical dashed lines divide the music into a series of
note onset slices, which are formed whenever a new note onset occurs in any voice; each slice consists of the vertical set of
pitch classes sounding at that moment. The results produced by each of our four chord labelling algorithms (see Section
2) are indicated below the music, separated by horizontal lines.

• Figured bass offers some indications of harmonic rhythm,5
non-chord tones,6 [10, 11], thereby potentially reducing the
level of harmonic ambiguity. Fig. 2 provides an example of
how it can be ambiguous to label certain chords without FBAs:
two different theorists provided chord labels based only on
the musical surface, resulting in disagreement at six spots
in just two measures of music. Fortunately, FBAs may help
to resolve this ambiguity. For example, in m. 5.2.5 the FBA
indicates a chord change,7 which suggests the passing D should
be interpreted as a chord tone, thus forming a new “Em7”
chord. In the cases of m. 5.3.5 and m. 5.4.5, both spots are left
unfigured, suggesting no chord change, which means that the
passing notes can be interpreted as non-chord tones, so the
chord labels remain unchanged from the preceding slices (“F”
and “Bo”, respectively).

• Since FBAs are often attributed directly to composers, as op-
posed to copyists or editors, the chord labels they imply may
offer meaningful insights into a composer’s unique compo-
sitional style.8 This applies especially to intentions relating
to counterpoint and harmony, which are of interest both to
the generation of authoritative ground truth for automated
systems and to music theoretical and musicological study.
In this paper, we apply our automatic chord labelling model

to the Bach Chorale Figured Bass (BCFB) dataset [14], a corpus
we constructed containing FBAs in MusicXML, **kern, and MEI
(Music Encoding Initiative) formats.9 We chose this repertoire
due to its key role in modern music pedagogy and its general
historical importance. It consists of all 139 Johann Sebastian Bach

5Harmonic rhythm means the rate at which chords change in the music.
6Non-chord tones that are part of suspensions are indicated in the FBAs by voice-
leading motions (e.g., 9–8). Other types of NCTs, such as passing tones or neighbor
tones, are implied by the absence of the corresponding notes in FBAs.
7In this paper, we consider that each slice with figures represents an individual
chord.
8Although figured bass is primarily a notation for performance, rather than a strict
prescription of harmony, it nonetheless provides a useful description of harmony
acknowledged by others [2, 7].
9Available at: https://github.com/juyaolongpaul/Bach_chorale_FB.

chorales that include figured bass he wrote himself, based on
the Neue Bach Ausgabe (NBA) [3], the most up-to-date scholarly
critical edition.

Figure 2: Measures 5 and 6 of BWV 248.05 “Klagt, Kinder,
klagt es aller Welt”. Each of the two rows of chord la-
bels was annotatedmanually by a differentmusic theorist
based only on the musical surface. One can see that their
annotations did not always agree, which suggests a degree
of harmonic ambiguity. Figured bass can help resolve such
disagreements. Chord labels supported by the figured bass
are marked in red.

2 METHODOLOGY
We propose a series of rules that can be applied to generate chord
labels from both FBAs and the musical surface. These rules are
based on treatises that discuss figured bass and chords [1, 2],
and on consultation with expert music theorists. For ease of
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understanding and to permit empirical comparisons, we have
divided the associated processing steps into four algorithms (A,
B, C, and D), each of which successively incorporates all of the
processing in the previous algorithm and adds additional new
rules.

As an initial pre-processing step, the music is segmented into
a series of note onset slices [12, 17], which are formed whenever
a new note onset occurs in any voice; each slice consists of the
vertical set of pitch classes sounding at that moment, as shown
in Fig. 1. Then, for each slice, each of the four algorithms outputs
one or more root pitch classes and one or more of nine candidate
chord qualities: major, minor, diminished, and augmented triads,
as well as major, minor, dominant, half-diminished, and fully-
diminished seventh chords.10 Fig. 1 demonstrates sample output
for each of the algorithms.

AlgorithmA: This is the baseline algorithm, which generates
chord labels based only on the bass notes and the FBAs (unlike
algorithms B, C, and D, which also consider all voices of the
musical surface). For each figured slice, AlgorithmAwill consider
all the pitch classes (PCs) implied11 by the FBA as chord tones
above the bass note.12 If the quality of the chord has one of the
nine candidate qualities specified above, then the slice is labeled
with this chord. Otherwise, the slice will be labelled with “?”.
There is also additional logic added to the processing in order
to account for rare cases, based on the contemporary rules by
Johann Heinichen and George Telemann, summarized in Arnold
(1931, 263, 311).13 The output of Algorithm A is always a single
chord label for each slice with a figure, and no label for slices
without figures.

Algorithm B: It was common shorthand for Baroque com-
posers to omit figures corresponding to root position major or
minor triads (e.g., mm. 2.1, 3.1, and 4.3 of Fig. 1). This, of course,
does not imply that such slices are not harmonically important
or that accompanists should ignore them. Algorithm B, a super-
set of Algorithm A, therefore, introduces new processing that
considers the full musical surface (as well as the FBAs) to label
all unfigured slices consisting of root position triads. Overall,
Algorithms A and B focus on converting FBAs to chord labels
according to 18th-century treatises, without imposing modern
theories of chord labeling (e.g., suspensions or non-chord tones
in the bass).

Algorithm C: Departing from Algorithm A and Algorithm B,
Algorithm C begins to incorporate modern approaches to chord
labelling. Suspensions are an indispensable part of modern chord
labelling practice, so Algorithm C (a superset of Algorithm B)
identifies suspensions based on both the FBAs and the musical
surface. There can, however, be multiple ways of legitimately
labelling suspensions with chords. For example, in the case of
“7–6” suspensions, “6–5” suspensions, and cadential “6/4” sus-
pensions (established by either “4–3” or “6/4–5/3” suspensions),
suspended notes can be either treated as chord tones, resulting
in, respectively, a seventh chord (e.g., “Am7” at m. 2.2 of Fig. 1), a

10We limit the output to just these qualities for the sake of simplicity.
11Take m. 5.3 of Fig. 1 as an example. Here the figure is “7”, which indicates a root
position seventh chord above the bass “G♯.” We know that by definition a seventh
chord consists of intervals of a 3rd, 5th, and 7th above the root, so next we can look
at the key signature to find the diatonic pitch class set, which in this case is [C, D,
E, F, G, A, B]. Therefore, a 3rd, 5th, and 7th above the bass respectively indicate
pitch classes of “B”, “D”, “F” pitch classes, which along with the bass “G♯” represent
a “G♯o7” chord.
12 See the 18th-century figured bass treatise by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach [2] for
the foundations of this methodology.
13For example, m. 5.1.5 of Fig. 1 the “4+” also implies “6” and “2” over the bass,
forming a “D7” chord.

sixth chord, or a 6/4 chord (e.g., “C” at m. 2.3 of Fig. 1), or they
can be treated as non-chord tones, in which case they should
adopt the chord label from the slice to which the suspension is
resolved (e.g., “F♯o” at m. 2.2 and “G” at m. 2.3 of Fig. 1). Other
types of suspensions can be dealt with similarly. Algorithm C
outputs two possible chord labels in such cases, in order to re-
flect both theoretically viable options. Other slices not involving
such suspensions are each annotated with a single chord label,
according to Algorithm B. Additionally, if a slice is figured (e.g.,
the “5/4/2” slice at m. 8.2 of Fig. 1) but the chord quality is not
one of the recognized types, then the algorithm adopts the chord
label from the subsequent14 slice (e.g., the “A7” chord label15 at
m. 8.2 of Fig. 1).

Algorithm D: It can happen that a PC explicitly specified
by the figured bass is not found in the musical surface, such as
in m. 6.1 of Fig. 1, where the bass is “D” and the figured bass
suggests a “6/5” chord (“Bø7”), but the musical surface suggests a
seventh chord (“Dm7”), because the "B" explicitly specified by the
figure “6” is not in the surface. Such discrepancies are valuable to
track, not only because they identify two possible chord labels,
but also because they demonstrate a situation where the figured
bass and the musical surface appear to disagree, which may pro-
vide new insights to musicology and music theory. We therefore
implemented Algorithm D, which is a superset of Algorithm C,
that identifies such discrepancies and adds the corresponding
alternative chord label for slices where the figured bass and mu-
sical surface disagree. Note that Algorithm D does not track the
reverse case; that is, no alternate chord label is generated when
a pitch in the surface is not indicated in the figure (e.g., in m
1.4.5 of Fig. 1, the “G” that would correspond to a 7th of “A” is in
the surface, but is not indicated in the figure), since we consider
pitches excluded by the figures as non-chord tones.

The open source code implementing each of these algorithms
can be found at: https://github.com/juyaolongpaul/harmonic_
analysis/.

3 BACH CHORALES MULTIPLE CHORD
LABELS DATASET

Here, we introduce the new Bach Chorales Multiple Chord La-
bels (BCMCL) dataset, which includes 12016 of the 139 BCFB
chorales, now annotated with the chord labels output by each of
our four algorithms described in Section 2. The parallel tracks
of chord labels produced by our four algorithms allow users to
access the kinds of labels most relevant to their own research;
for example, those conducting historical research may be inter-
ested in the Algorithm A or Algorithm B labels, which do not
impose any non-contemporary harmonic models, while those
working on training automatic chord classifiers based on mod-
ern harmonic analysis may be more interested in the Algorithm
D labels. Comparing the differences between the label tracks
may also be of musicological or music theoretical interest. The
BCMCL music and annotations are freely available at: https:
//github.com/juyaolongpaul/BCMCL.

14In such cases, the chord is labelled based on the musical surface only.
15This aligns with the figured bass treatise by Heinichen (Arnold 1931, 261), where
a “5/4/2” figure is considered as “the first inversion of a Seventh with retarded bass.”
16We excluded twelve Chorales with elaborate instrumental interludes between
phrases (BWV 24.06, 76.07, 100.06, 105.06, 113.01, 129.05, 167.05, 171.06, 248.09,
248.23, 248.42, and 248.64) from BCFB because they deviate significantly from the
homorhythmic texture for which our automatic chord labelling model is built. We
also excluded five other chorales (BWV 16.06, 48.07, 149.07, 195.06, and 447) that are
barely figured. Finally, we excluded BWV 8.06 and BWV 161.06 because they feature
irregular textures, such as having an obbligato continuo and/or instrumental part.
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Category Number
Chorales 120
Note onset slices 9,617
Candidate chord qualities 9
Chord types 109
Chord labels (from Algorithm D) 10,092
Slices with suspensions 312 (3.24%)
Slices with two chord interpretations 471 (4.90%)
Slices with FB / surface discrepancies 276 (2.87%)

Table 1: The number of chorales, note onset slices, candi-
date chord qualities, chord types (identified by the com-
bination of chord root and quality), and chord labels (in-
cluding all labels for all slices produced by Algorithm
D) in the BCMCL dataset. Total slice counts and percent-
ages (divided by the number of note onset slices) are also
provided for slices with suspensions (resolutions not in-
cluded), slices with two legitimate chord labels, and dis-
crepancies between the figured bass and musical surface.

Table 1 summarizes certain statistics on BCMCL, based on
the chord labels produced by Algorithm D.17 The distributions
of chord types and qualities are shown in Fig. 3. Note that the
top 20 chord types represent 75.1% of all chords, and these are
mostly major or minor triads. Seventh chords are less common,
with their most frequent qualities being dominant seventh (7.5%)
and minor seventh (5.8%). Augmented triads, major seventh, half-
diminished, and fully diminished seventh chords are relatively
rare in BCMCL.

We can observe from the distributions of suspensions (left
of Fig. 4) that the majority of suspensions are of the “4–3” type,
followed by “7–6”, “9–8”, and “6–5” suspensions which are less fre-
quent, but still happen regularly. Double suspensions (“6/4–5/3”
and “9/4–8/3”) exist but are rare in BCMCL. Also, looking at the
discrepancies between the figured bass and the surface (right of
Fig. 4), the pitch classes indicated by the figures “6” and “5” are
particularly likely to be absent in the musical surface.

Figure 3: Distributions of chord qualities (left) and chord
types (right) for all 10,092 chords in BCMCL.

17We chose to show the statistics of Algorithm D because they demonstrate useful
information on the number of slices with two chord interpretations, and on the
number of slices with figured bass (FB) / surface discrepancies. Slices left unlabelled
by Algorithm D (e.g., m. 3.4 of Fig. 1) are assigned label(s) from the previous slice
(e.g., “C” will be the chord label for m. 3.4) for the purposes of Table 1, Fig. 3, and
Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Distributions of suspensions (left), and discrep-
ancies between the figured bass and surface (right). In
the latter graph, each column corresponds to an interval
found in the figured bass but absent in the surface. The
figure “3” is sometimes omitted from the figured bass: in
such cases, “♯” and “♮”mean raised third and natural third,
respectively.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
We proposed four rule-based algorithms that generate chord la-
bels automatically based on both figured bass annotations and the
musical surface. Figured bass can serve as a guide for harmonic
rhythm and non-chord tones. We applied our system to Bach
chorales, and present the resulting parallel chord annotations
as the Bach Chorales Multiple Chord Labels (BCMCL) dataset,
which we hope will facilitate future research revealing insights
into Bach’s unique compositional style, especially plausible pos-
sible ideas about his thoughts on counterpoint and harmony. The
four separate tracks of chord labels may provide an interesting
comparative resource. Statistics we calculated on BCMCL may
also be of interest to musicological research on Bach’s chorales.

Furthermore, BCMCLmay be useful in automated chord classi-
fication research. By offeringmultiple chord labels per slice, when
appropriate, it facilitates multi-label classification, an under-
studied but essential aspect of music information retrieval re-
search. Even for systems that can only output single classifi-
cations per slice, datasets such as this, which specify multiple
chords per slice, offer important advantages with respect to fairer
evaluation of algorithms.

There are intriguing directions for future research. One is
to more deeply study the context of the discrepancies between
the figured bass and the musical surface; such studies may yield
potential insight on how and why Bach figured his chorales. Also,
our algorithm currently works only with homorhythmic music,
so expanding it to work on music with other textures, especially
homophony, would certainly be valuable. To facilitate the usage
of figured bass and chord annotations, we aim to create a search
engine and interface that would make them both searchable via
a single interface.
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